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ABSTRACT

1 *.«- ~- -- ***-•—a tactor •*adaptive :r Is«etoo.NigeriancondMonsma,sotoStUdy.eP— conditio—«*-•
instawuty - -,—- - - *• *- -**°f" r°" i

1 .• ™tv^ tractor which determines the1 stapHfying assumptions we^ade and^ forces actmg on *e,ractor
Perf„»ance and stability ofthe factor remodelled.

. • A.tWdeerees offreedom consideredDynamic stability equations of the tractor mthe three degre
v» • .j Thp imoact of braking and steering(l0„gitudinal, lateral, and yaw motions) were obtained. The nnpac

rt,»n performance to validate the carnputer(Machine language ).hmited experiments were then performan
simulation.

Y
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

icultural engineer who is specialising in farm power is to make his best j
contribution to the agricultural engineerhrg profession, if as an agricultural engineer he is to |
eam and hold arecognised place among outer engineers, he must have more than the garage j

conceptionofaUforcesactingupon it. He must be informed concemhrg the funCnren.l .
laws rf mathematics and physics which govern its kinematics and dynamic response, these ,
fo^mnoota way will he be able to make the tractor perform itsmaximum service.

*j E. G.McKibben(1927)

1
4
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3
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Agricu„ural —ion in Nigeria, hke any other developing country is needed to
tacrease productivity of key food crops and to develop sustainable agricultural systems that
can Kp,ace the old traditional farming systems. Since the introduction of the Engine Power

, u cc in the field of agriculture has being revolutionary, factorTechnology (EPT), the progress in the field oi agi

kffldsofw„rkbothonandoffthefarm; it is used in combhiation with ploughs and harrows
for tillage, used for har.es.ing and so many other uses: Nigerian farmers are now waking up

„„ alarge sca,e, less fatigue in their farm work, accessibility and ease of transportation of
their goods and maximum utilisation oftheir "working time".

^ough there still exist "bottlenecks" due to the land tenure system practised in
Nigeria (which encourages fragmentation of ,and holdings), the farmers are now forming c„-
operatives, fining their lands and making mechanisation feasible. Through these c„-
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M tractors), hire ou, tractors and implements, and also help in other ways withm their
reach to improve agricultural production.

1.1 JUSTIFICATION

AU accelerated use ofthe tractor has given rise to the development ofawide -.ange of
Seated implements and equipment, for carrying out essential agricuhural operations
hetter and cheaper, reducing drudgery, fatigue, improving quaiity and quantity of farm

nation Sincetiretractoriswidelyusedforawholelotofagricultural mechanisation work ,„

conditions especially considering the fact tha, their sti.l exist a,ow literacy level among the
bulk ofthe Nigerian farmers.

.Also, Nigeria is atractor importing and /or assembUn, nation with major assembling
/-^..kt AT PRODUCTS). The terrain„ u- ,t ctpyr PRODUCTS) and Kano (foi FlAl FKUUu^io;

plants at Bauchi (for STEYK FKUUu^i ,
condiUons, topography, method of cultivation, soil characteristics peculiar to Nigeria are to
some extent different from those obtainable in these nations where we import from. Hence,
.eir stability specifications require investigation under Nigeria condition, This project ,

1.2 OBJECTIVES

The prime objectives of this project are:

. To stimulate atractor with adaptive technoiogy that is su.tabie to our Nigerian conditions.
1 . Toidentifydieparametersthataffecthestabilityoftheseuactors.

. Tostudyandana,yse the prevailing conditions that wilUead to instabU.ty of die tractor and
the limits

beyond which the tractor is considered unstable.
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Pthe stability of Nigerian assembled tractors given •. To use the simulated data to ensure the stability ^

1 certainconditions. .| ^shopedthatdUsdesi.willfonnabasic.dfoundationstudyforfutureanalysis,
design and manufacture of tractors in Nigeria.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

A*A i« the last six decades on research intoEven though alot of resources have been expended ,n the last.s
„h hazard still surround the tractor especially mitstractor stability in different countries, much hazard still

„believed .at if the tractor stability is a— it will go along way in forming
foundation studies on the tractor -implement combination and stability.

Most researchers have paid considerable attention trying to find optimum solution to
\ twomajorproblemsintheoperatingoftractors^.Theseare:
' a) Ensuring agreater safety in the operating of atractor and also higher level of o,ra,or s

comfort,

b) Acall for the optimisation of the performance of the tractor.

21 PREViousresearchonthe^^
Much .search has being done on the stability characteristics of vehicles ta static

C0nditi0n, The static stability of vehicles were usually measured on atilt table but the tut
• aonlv few of them are available. The Scottish centre oftable is very expensive and only few ot tne

a the tilt table by developing amethod of predicting theAgricultural Engineering improved on the tilt table by
,, ., „. j. (2) This weighpad has a great»„f vehicles using portable weigh pads . miswc^Fstability of awide range of vehicles using y

• ut„,„p This weighpad technique is basedadvantage over tilt table because it is very simple to use. This

j ! ' $
\ CHAPTER 2 |
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.r w This angle is just the minimum slope angle atwheel load becomes zero could be predicted. This angle
.ich.evehicle.psh^ytowardsovertur^g. Therefore it is just like astatic s.ihty
Mex where, avehicle on as.ope below it, predict slope angle will be stable and^ on
slope above ,s predicted slope angle, it will be unstable. Hence vehicles «th •*

u PKKVKmS ™CH ON .VN^C AN,W -— CONDONS
OF THE TRACTOR^.uasi-staficanddynamicconditionsofvehiCescanbededuceddirectly.omthe

on .e vehicle remahts consent. Qu^si -static mode, of vehicles take hito accotmt —
speed t^nmg and constant acceleration or deceleration and slope va.ues at wlnch zer,
.oadisexperiencedcanbepredicted.stlfke the case of stafic models. Oyrramic * tend

. • n Thk is more difficult than predictingt0 predict the conditions that will lead to overhrrmng. This
the zero wheel load condition because i, has to - - -deration the motion of.

problems in obtaining agood dynamic model are:
a) Simulatmgtheinteractionbetweendretvresandflieground.

theyh.ebehiggiveninidersfandableattentionhyresearchers. The cusldomng effect and t.
^ of pneumatic .res to envelope sharp obstacles have always betag researc^
tap_, Thetractortyreconstitute the only suspension
them that the tractor interacts with the surface on which it moves.
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al to the ground is modelled by assuming the tyre could beThe force of the tyre normal to the groun
t which has apoint contact with the ground .

tPrf bv aspring and damper system which has Prepresented by aspring nf the dvnamic motion response of
Lihedahl and Quinn (1970) in their analysis of the dynamThompson, Lihedahl an & c^ ^ be

• n .1 tvres showed that the irregular surfaces trave
agricultural tyres snow L and

i i. ihe "swing plus damper" tyre model is used,considered smooth when the spring p
1 f*of tractor operators in riding the tractor. Their work w
1 (4) o«a1vsed the comfort ot tractor up^i Ta'aB0 „. aY„erger-on meir simulation oftractors forwentj thesameviewwiththatofPershmgandYoerger sprtog
'! Both Mathew and Pershing, and Yoerger measured agncultura tyrI response. Both Math a, we.s dynamic vertical spring rate was higher

and damping rates and found that in general tyre dynateobtahtedfromalhrearizationoftyresstancload-deflectionrelatto,,,
thandiespnngrateobtainedfr ^ ^^

Much work has also being done about the cncum
,f on the tractor tyres include-, rolling resistance forces, tractiontvres The circumferential forces on the tractor tyr

,f , ,t is an evident fact that the lateral force developed
forces, braking forces, and lateral forces. It is an

• «,, simulation ofthe handling behaviourby agricultural tyres is of paramount importance mthe simulation
of the tract„, The turnhig of the tractor or its deviation from the longitudhtal axrs are
basically due to the generation of drese lateral forces not just the k—s **-«

a ^rlitinn For powered wheels, thp lateralpressure, tyre construction, slip angle and ground condition. P .fcrcevaneswithtracti„nandbrakingforcesCKrick,l973,HortonandCroUaOrev,ewedthe
handinigbehaviotnofo^oadvehiclesandmadeeffortsinexpressinglateralforcebylhiear

different tyre constructions and ground conditions.
The general formula for modelling lateral force is

L = HcN.where

U = lateral force (N)
^=lateral force coefficient which is afunction of slip angle.

xt = normal force (N)



,„e lateral force coefficient and slip angle is described by the
The relation between the lateral torce

(7)

Mowing third order polynomial with constant coefficients
..^A +Ba +Cc^ +Da3

where

jac= lateral force coefficient j

a =slip angle f
A, B, CDare constants determined experimentally. j
rhenomalforce(radialforce)N,hasalsobemgfoundas j

\ N = Cx + Kx
i
* where . N» c=damping coefficient of the tyre (KNs/m)

K = stiffness ofthe tyre
x = radial deflection of tyre (m)
x = deflection rate (m/s)

f rce Rhas always being predicted by the product of theThe motion resistance force R, has aiway

i motio^resistance ratio and the normal load i.e.
\ R=-aRN where R=motion resistance (N).
! Also the taction force T, is determined by die product of dre normal force N, and die

coefficient of traction, Ht

T = utN , ,

, 0f simulate ,e tractive performance of ag—1 tyres through die use of mathematica,
1 formation to fit the form of many expe—y determined net traction coefficent „

drive wheel slip relations.

23 OVERTURNING OF ATRACTOR

of control, they may overturn. They are two categories ofoverturning:
j: „+1^



(2)Contto,losswhereinthetract„rs,idesbodi,yd„wnhillbeforeoverturning.

From previous analysis, sideways —g occurs more frequently, rearwards o—g
LtLorefatalitiesthananyothertypesofove— and forward overturning has bemg

I ety r,e. Smith and Uljeda, «developed atwo part mode, to stimulate rearward
I ofgrav.ywhenal.wheelsare.contactwith.egroutida.dsecondlyconsidermgthe.tr
1 .lasrotat.gaboutdtebackaxledu.ngtheactu.ove—.Amorerecen,workby

j- s^etalO^basedu.eirsimulationontheassmnptiondiataconventionaltractortips
3
e

I sideways about two axes:
I •„+ of the front axle to the contact point of the rear] (i) about the axis connecting the hinge point of the front axl
1 tyre on the ground during initial overturning,j (ii)aboutdteaxisconnectingdiecontactpohi,softhe&ontandreartyresondieside„fthe
J tractor about which initial motion took place.

Based on the above assumptions, vector analysis was used to describe the three -
atonal motion of sideways overtummg of farm tractor, ChtlshohnT developed a
mathematica, model based on the force and ^cement equations of equmbrhnn at eac
potat where the tractor makes contact with the ground during overturning. His model

phases. Ke„y and — determined the velocity at which acritically steered tractor

velocity which will cause overturn. v
Kehkugler *» conducted afill, scale verification study to establish the level of

confidence one may expect - the use of SIM^C (a computer simulation program) durmg
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speed ta astraight hue and then steered as rapidly as possible hi one .rection in afree
P , • v^a The position ofthe tractor, as.heelingmodewithnobrakhrgorenginepowerbemgapphed.Thepo
..icfion of time, was recorded for duplicate rtms for die test on aflat surface. The sam
a runouui Reasonable |

• i ♦ a with SIMTRAC to compare with the field test.tests were then simulated with blNUJuv

acrreetnent was achieved.g ^ 1 • -WHVOSM) was modified for simulation of
Highway vehicles object simulation model (HVOSM) w

cultural tractor dynamic, Abattery powered scale mode, factor was used to per.™
lament, rtms for the P—ion of die computer mode,. Satisfactory agreement
experime nrogram and parameters is

i ♦ (14) Further refinements of the program <mu P5 were obtained on pavement . Further
1 however deemed necessary before asafisfactory simulatron is achieved, smce ag—
t TT aBowen (15) recognised this necessity and
i +^ on soil Song, Huang and Bowen ^ &tractors are operated on soil, bong,

«. modrfied HVOSM and the associated computer programs to simulate the.ee
, dynamics ofatractor on sofi ground by incorporating some soil parameters. The sunulate! lwereverifiedforttactorovertumsusingapoweredmodeltracto,Theresultsshowed

that the modified HVOSM al,owed close prediction of tractor dynamics.
Eeng and Kehkugler «- developed amathematica, mode, combining the d*ee ma.or

t hM three (3) degrees of freedom with respect to the ground (i.e.
the situation where atractor has three (3) aegr• t Hb three or four wheels in contact with the ground and a
two translation^, one rotational with three or tour

, a .c nf freedom (i.e. two translational and twosituation where the tractor has four degrees of freedom (
♦ •* the around) Newtonian mechanisms androtational with only two wheels in contact with the ground).

sideslip phenomenon of agricul.al tractors were studied by Machida <W a
,M tvre on aplywood. Side slips were found to be asingle wheel side slip analyser and amodel tyre on apiyw

thnction of slope angle and slip. Spencer and CroUa«have also presented aprocedure^

I
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approach that uses relatively generalised co-ordinates in Cartesian space to develop asem, -
recursive dynamic algorithm which was evaluated by modeHing an agricuhura, tractor. With
the exception of this semi -recursive dynamic aigorithm method, m„de„ing of tractors has
always been achieved either through vectoria, mechanics (Newtonian approach) or through
variational approach to mechanics (Lagrangian dynamics).

Many mathematical models for tractor dynamics and stability studies have been
deve,oped in the las, three decades. Alot of instrumentation has also been developed to
ascertain the accuracy of most models either by *U -scaie size tractors or smaii -scale |
models. Considerable research has been conducted on tractor overturning stability and
dynamics on sloping ground, but since there s,i„ exist on unsatisfactory level of tractor
accidents, research must therefore continue. Many researchers have recommended the
working of tractors on safe operating slopes and the introduction of the rol, over protective
structures «KOPS) and other safety measures. This will no doubt reduce the number of
fatalities, injuries and accidents with tractors but the avoidance of the accidents and overturns
altogether is the optimum aim, hence research must stil, continue. If the tractor is cohered
stable 'and still performs maximum output work over awide range of terrain, then the
researchers, the equipment manufacturers and the operators will have res, for they have done

theirjob well.



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 STABILITY OF A TRACTOR

It is of great importance to ensure the tractors stability over given conditions the

stability of atractor assumes that atractor will follow aset path and change path under the

operators control thus stability of a tractor can be regarded as "THE ABILITY OF A

TRACTOR TO MAINTAIN STABLE ORIENTATION WHEN ACTED UPON BY I
r

EXTERNAL DISTURBANCES AND ITS ABILITY TO RETURN TO A BASIC ^

ORIENTATION WHEN SUCH DISTURBANCES ARE REMOVED.

Since it is the forces acting on a tractor that basically determine its stability, motion,

and performance , let us now analyse critically the forces acting on the agricultural tractor.

3.2 FORCES ACTING ON AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS
c

Performance characteristics ofa tractor are the motions accomplished in acceleration,

traction cornering, braking e.t.c. This accomplished motion or performance is just aresponse £

to forces imposed on the tractor and astudy of how and why these forces are generated will |
tlrrow smuch light on tractor dynamics in general. |

The dominant forces acting on the tractor are produced from the ground and the part of |

the tractor that has direct contact with the ground is the tyres. For optimum performance of

the tractor, it is essential to understand the interaction between the tyres and the medium on
••'•}

whichit operates -> THE GROUND.

The tractor tyres (pneumatic types) are designed to perform and fulfil the following

functions: "

(1) Support the weight of the tractor*.,

(2) To cushion the tractor over surface irregularities

i
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(3) To provide sufficient traction for driving and braking

(4) To provide adequate steering control and directional stability.
To describe the characteristics of atyre and the forces and moments acting on it, it is

necessary to define an axis systM that serves as areference for the definition of various
parameters. One commonly used axis system recommended by the Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE) is simplified and shown below.

Rolling resistance
moment (My)

Overturning moment (Mx)
Normal

Force (N)

Aligning torque
(Mz)

Lateral Force

(A.)
Y

Figure 1 . Tyre axis system and forces

Tyre

Tractor Force (Tx)

The origin ofthis axis system is the centre ofthe tyre contact with the ground. The X

axis is along the intersection of the wheel plane and the ground plane. The Z- axis i
perpendicular to the ground plane and the Y-axis is perpendicular to the wheel plane.

The tyre force is an external force acting on awheel. The tyre has three mutually

perpendicular components.

i) The longitudinal force: which is the component of the force acting on the tyre by the
ground plane in the ground and its direction is parallel to the intersection of the wheel
plane and the ground plane. This force acts in X- axis direction.

is
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B) The lateral force: which is die component of the force acting on die tyre by the ground in
ths ground plane and normal to the intersection of the wheel plane with die ground plane.
It is the force component inY- direction,

iii) The normal force (radial force): is the component of the force acting on the tyre by the
ground which is normal to the plane of the ground. This force is in Z-direction.

The point of application of these fbrcesj is assumed to be die intersection of the wheel
and ground plane, the ground plane directly under die wheel centre and the plane passing
through the wheel centre, perpendicular to the ground and wheel plane.

The tractor frame has six (6) degrees of freedom, three (3) translation! and three (3)

rotational. These are:

forward and backward. This is longitudinal motion in X-axis.
a) The tractor can move

b) It can move sideways (lateral motion in Y-axis)

c) It can bounce (vertical motion in Z-axis)

d) It can rotate about longitudinal axis. This is called roll motion.

e) It can rotate about lateral axis -Pitch motion.

f) It can rotate about vertical Z-axis -Yaw motion.
Analysing these forces critically and trying to understand the way the tractor achieves

its motion in these directions let us split the 3- dimensional X-Y-Z axis and consider
separately the different 2-translational dimensions of the pictorial projections of the tractor
and showing the possible forces acting on the tractor in these directions.

3.3 Z-XTRANSLATIONAL PLANE OF TRACTOR

T1

X
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Considering
the rear axle driven tractor above moving on alevel ground, the forces acting on

it from this view are:

i) Traction force, "T" developed due to the axle torque.

ii) The rolling resistance force "Rl" and «R2" which try to oppose the movement of the tractor

tyrfs.

iii)The normal load or

weight of the tractor.

wheel to ground reactions "N," and "N2" which tend to balance the

iv)And the weight, W, ofthe tractor which acts downward from the centre of gravity of the

tractor.

3 3.4 Z-Y TRANSLATIONAL PLANE OF THE TRACTOR

4

4
i

LI

\ A
\
\

/
w

t'Nl

Figure 3 Rear view of tractor

Considering the Z-Y plane or model above the only visible force are

i) Normal wheel to ground loads, "Ni" and "N2"

ii) The lateral force "U" and " ta" with

iii)Tractor weight, "W"

X(roll
motion)

fix •+Y
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3.5 V-XTRANSLATIONAL PLANE OF THE TRACTOR

L3

, R3

Vy
-+Vx

T4 •
4 R4

Figure 4 ' Top view of tractor

The dominant forces on this model are:

i) The lateral force,• h, U, h,'h

ii) Tha rolling resistance forces, Ri, R2, R3, R4

iii)The traction forces T3 and T4.

This project is particularly concerned with the analysis of the behaviour of the tractor
under lateral inputs. Since the Y- Xtranslation^ model above identifies the lateral
interaction and forces on die tractor to avery large extent, it was used as the simulation mode,

and all references, henceforth, are made to it.

3.6 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

*The following simplifying assumption apply to the motion of the rear -wheel driven

tractor modelled above in fig TV.



Properties

(1) Dynamic properties ofthe tractor

(2) Tyre - Terrain intersection properties

3) Terrain properties

a) Tractor isa rigid body

b) Tractor is symmetrical with respect to a

plane perpendicular to the rear axle and

passing through the mid - point.

c) Dynamic properties are represented by the

tractor mass, moments and products of

inertia.

d) Aerodynamic force are neglected.

e) Wheel ground reaction acts at a single

point at each wheel.

f) The tyre can be replaced by a spring and

damper system.

g) Terrain surface is planar and non

deformable.

3.7 MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS FOR THE LATERAL MOTION OF A

TRACTOR

The forces acting on atractor either in longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions must

balance themselves for the tractor to be in static, quasi - static or dynamic equilibrium.
Considering atractor in dynamic motion, the resolution of the forces acting on it gives

mathematical equations of motion for its equilibrium state.
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From che model above, "M" is the centre of mass of the tractor being concentrated at

the centre of gravity of the tractor vx and %m> the component of the velocity "v of the
tractor at the centre of gravity along the xand yaxis respectively. T3 and T4 are the tractive
forces developed at the rear wheels. While Li and R, (i=l, 2, 3, 4) are forces (lateral and
motion resistance forces respectively) acting either in lateral or horizontal directions of the

tractor.

Resolving and summing forces in the x- direction,

force f = mass x acceleration (kg m/s )

Sfx = 0

%MV - MV> + T3 + T4 -R, -R2 - R4 =°

(Vx -Vyo>) +T3 +T4 \ -R2 -R3 -R4Ml
= 0

where

co = angular velocity

Vyffl =an opposing drag acceleration the forward acceleration (Fx)

V = acceleration in x- direction.

(1)



Also summing forces in the y-direction gives: j

£fy = 0

M(Vy -Vxo) -L, -L2 -L3 -L4 =0 (2)

Here,

MFy =component ofthe force in Y-direction and |

Vxco =drag acceleration in the same direction as Vy.

Taking moment about the centre of gravity to get the rotational, yaw motion,

EM =0

Moment =force x perpendicular distance offorce. Hence

\ h-Izz co +14(T3 -R3) - UCX, - R4) - l3(Ls +L4) +12(L, +L2) +1^ - LR2
i Izz co = 14(T3 -R3) - 14(T4 - R4) - I3OL3 +L4) +12(L, +L2) +W - R2)

(3)

\

1

1 Izz =Moment ofinertia about Z- axis (kgm )

Equations 1, 2and 3are the differential equations of motion governing three (3)

degrees of freedom of the tractor in longitudinal, lateral and yaw directions respectively.

Where

co = Angular acceleration (1/s ).

T3 and T4 =Tractive forces on the rear wheel of the tractor (N).

Rb R2, R3, ^ =Rolling resistance forces on the wheels (N).

Li, L2, L3, L4 =Lateral forces acting on the wheels (N).

Let us now model each ofthese force acting on the tractor.

3.8 THE NORMAL FORCE (N)

The normal force is avertical upward force that balances the weight of the tractor.

Ii This %rce determines the tractive effort obtainable, at the axle of the tractor, hence affecting
acceleration, maximum speed, drawbar effort, etc. From the axis chosen on the tractor, this

*.



is direction and tends to balance any vertical downward force on the
force acts in the Z - axis

tractor.

In modelling this force, we have to consider the arbitrary forces that are significant in

Z- X direction ofthe tractor, as shown below.

13 12

Figure,6
Side view of tractor with forces acting on it

Pitch

I • x

W=weight of the tractor acting at the centre of gravity.

P=an inertia force (called d' Alembert's force) acting at the centre of gravity opposing the

acceleration of the tractor.

J The tractor force (T) and motion resistance Rl and R2 act in the ground plane in the tyre
contact pitch.

Nl ang N2 =the normal loads on the front and rear wheels of the tractor respectively.
From the figure, summing forces in the vertical direction

Ef=0

W = Ni + N2

The normal load on the front wheel can be found by summing moments about the

point "A" under the rear tyre. Presuming

the torque atpoint "A" must be zero

that the tractor is accelerating in pitch, the sum of



IMA = 0;

-h. P +13 W - l.Ni = 0

-Ph + Wl3 -Nil = 0

Nil = 13W - h.P

W.l3-hp
^1_ /

but P, from Newton's second law is given as,

P = M.ax=(W/g).ax

M = rnass of the tractor (kg)

ax = acceleration inthe x - direction (m/s )

g= acceleration due to gravity (m/s )

U" gl J
NX = W

h =height ofcentre ofgravity from the surface.

N2 caft also be solved from, hence from similar equations about point "B" we get

2MB = 0

-h.P + l2.W + lN2 = 0

N2 =
Wl2 + Ph

/

1, aji
+N2 = W

U gl

f W ^
Wl2 + —ax.h

1

(5)

From the above equation, the vehicle is accelerating on alevel ground at alow speed.

From equation Aand equation B, we can deduct that during acceleration; load is transferred

from the front wheels to the rear wheels in proportion to the acceleration and the ratio of the

centre of gravity height to thewheel base.

r



3.8 ROLLING RESISTANCE FORCE

Representing the normal load on the wheel of the tractor by "N", the motion resistance

force on the upward wheel can be predicted by the formula

R = urN

R = motion resistance force (N)

HR =motion resistance ratio or rolling resistance ratio

N = normal load (N)

Hence, the motion orrolling resistance ratio,

R Rolling resistance force

^R ~ N Normal load

! The rolling or motion resistance of apneumatic tyre is dependent on many factors like

J the load on the tyre, it's size and structure, the strength of the soil and also operating condition
I (surface condition of the ground, inflation pressure of the tyre, speed, temperature of the tyre
1J etc) For soils that are not too soft and for tyres that are operated at nominal tyre inflation
1
i pressure (with static tyre deflection and about 20% of the undeflected section height the

*> . . .J rolling resistance ratio, iiR is given as

R = L2
Mr= N ~ C

^ + 0.04 (6)

where .

CI. b. d 1.
Cn = wheel numeric = —

CI =cone index and it is the average force per unit base area required to force acone shaped

probe into the soil ata steady rate.

b = Tyre sectionwidth

d = overall tyre depth

For the above equation 6, the safe condition for using the equation is when (b/d) s 0.3.



3.9 TRACTION FORCE

When adriving torque is applied to apneumatic tyre, atractive force is developed at

the tyre - ground patch. Due to compression on the tyre caused by the normal load, the
distance that the tyre travels when subjected to adriving torque will be less than that it will

travel in free rolling. The reduction in travel speed of the wheel is caused by slippage. Hence,

slip is afunction of the tractive force developed by atyre and this tractive force is also
proportional to the applied wheel torque under steady -state conditions. -

The slip ofthe tyre is usually defined as

s-(i-v^-(i-^)-('-"")
where

Va= actual travel speed or linear speed.

Vt = theoretical wheel speed.

r=rolling radius ofwheel on hard surface or free rolling tyre.

re = effective rolling radius of tyre. ,-"

©= angular velocity ofthe wheel.

The traction force onthe powered wheel is given by

T = m N

where

u-x = coefficient of gross traction

N = normal load on wheel.

This traction force "T" is just the force or gross traction supplied by the wheel rptation

or torque. The pull or net tractive motion force, H, is the gross tractive force minus the

overcome resistance force (R).

H = Gross traction force - motion resistance force

= Ti-Ri

and the pullcoefficient = H/N
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The variation of gross traction force with soil strength and slip have been incorporated

into arelationship and the effect ofwheel load and tyre size was also considered.

The gross traction force is given as, T= u,g N

Coefficient ofgross traction, lxt = T/N

UT

where

=T/N =0.75(l-e-a3Cns)

S = slip

e = base ofnatural logarithm

Cn = wheel numeric

The pull, H - T -R and

pull coefficient =H/N = (T-R)/N

H/N = (T/N)-(R/N)

T/N =0.75(1 -e-a3Cns)

R/N = (1.2/Cn + 0.04)

Pull coefficient H/N

H/N =0.75(1 - e'°3 Cn 5) - (l2 / Cn +0.04)

Note: The practical restriction adhered to are

Tyre section width _ b_ _

from equation 5

from equation 4

(1) overall tyre diameter a

(2)

(3)

Tyre deflection a_ _
sec tionheight n

Tyre radius

overall diameter
= 0.475

(7)

(8)

3.10 THE LATERAL FORCE (L.)

.The lateral force is modelled as afunction of slip angle and cornering coefficient of

the vehicle. It is a function of the radial force, camber angle inflation pressure, tyre



l=u,N

where

L. = lateral force

u.c =lateral force coefficient which is afunction of the slip angle "a"

N = normal load

The lateral force coefficient can be got from the following third order polynomial with

constant coefficients:

Mc= A+Boc +Ca2 +Da3

where

iic = lateral orcornering coefficient

a = slip angle

A, B, C, Dare constants determined experimentally

The slip angle "a" is the angular difference between the direction the tyre is he#ed (as

determined by the dynamic forces acting on the tractor) and the direction the tyre is travelling

or steered.

Direction

of travel

Figure
rj Tyre slip angle

Direction of tyre

heading

LATERAL FORCE



a - tan
V

a = slip angle (rad)

Vy = lateral velocity (m/s)

Vx = longitudinal velocity (m/s)

where

tan"
^--8 defines the direction the tyre is heading while "5" defines the direction

the tyre is steered.

3.11 STABILITY EQUATIONS OF THE TRACTOR AT BRAKING INTERVALS

Braking forces are forces applied to the tractor wheel at intervals when deceleration is

necessary. These forces act as opposing forces to the motion of the tractor. Regulation for

agricultural tractors require the brakes to be fitted efficiently on at least two wheels of the

tractor. The braking force are often activated from the brake pedal by the operator and this

braking force depends on the sufficiency of the force exerted by the driver on the brake pedal.

Considering the effect ofthese forces on the stability equation of the tractor, we have

Figure

13 12
-M-

L2

R2

i
LI

-Rl

g Braking forces and it's impact on tractor motion

11

11



The braking forces are only applied at the rear wheels as F3 and F4. Resolving the

forces in the horizontal direction gives

M(VX - Vyco) +T3 +TA-Rl-R2-(R3 +F})-(R4 +F,) =0

The forces on the lateral Y- directionwill sum up to

Efy = 0

M(vy +\(o)- I, - L2 - L3 - L4 =0

Taking moment about the centre ofgravity gives

SM =0

-Izz* +14(T3-R3 - F3) - 14(T4 - R4 -F4) - 13(L3+L4) +12(L,+L2) +liR1 - 1,R2 =0
Izz* = 14(T3 -R3 - F3 - T4 +R4 +F4) - 13(L3+L4) +12(L1+L2) +L(R1 - R2) (11}

(10)

M l^u/ - i4VJ-3

I

Equations 9, 10, 11 are the differential equations of the motion governing the tractor at an

instance when the brakes are applied. If the braking forces "F3" and "F4" are removed then

| the equations will return to equations 1, 2and 3respectively.
The braking forces are limited to lack of adhesion between the tyres and the ground.

I
1 Thus, Maximum F3 = UfN3

I F4 = UfN4
1
j where Uf =coefficient of friction between the tyre and the ground.

3.12 STEERING INPUTS TO THE STABILITY EQUATIONS

Assuming that there is no steering inputs in the rear wheels (i.e. that only the front

tyres are steered) and that the steer angles ofthe front wheels are 5i and 52.

Let us consider the modification on the equation ofthe tractor motion
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Figure 9 • Steering inputs

The equation ofthe plane motion of the tractor model above will be:

for x - axis,

,Sfx = 0

m(Vx - Vyffl) =L2 sin 82 +R2 cos 82 +L, sin %
-R^osrJi -(T3-R3) -T4-R4 = 0

For y - axis,

2fy=0

M(vy +Vxa>) -L3 - L4 -L2cos 5, +R2 sin 52 - L, cos.5,
+ R,sin^ = 0

M(Vy +Vxco) =L3 +L4 +L2cos <S, -R2 sin c\ +L, cos^,
- R,sin^

Taking moment about the centre ofgravity gives

SM =0

L2Cos82

(12)

(13)



-Izz* +14(T3-R3) - 14(T4 - R4) - 13(L3+L4) - ll(L2sin*2) +l2(L2cos£2)
-l2(R2sin^) -l^cos^) +Wcos^) -^(R.sin^) + ll(LlSin^)+ l^cos^) =0

(14)

Equations 12, 13 and 14 are the differential equation of motion governing the three degrees of
freedom of the tractor in longitudinal lateral and yaw motion respectively.

3.13 EFFECT OF BRAKING DURING CORNERING

As has being seen previously, braking forces applied at specific intervals during

motion, increase the resistance to motion of the wheels of the tractor. Thus, the braking force,
coupled with the motion resistance force acting on the wheel, tends to be greater than the
tractive force on the wheel, forcing a deceleration.

When the tractor is negotiating abend (with steer angles 8i and 52) and the operator

has cause to decelerate (i.e. applying braking force), the resistance to motion "R" of the

wheels with brakes will now be increased by the braking force applied. Hence the total

resistance on the rear wheels (with brakes) will now be (R3 +F3) and (R, +F4). Therefore, in

the equilibrium equations of the tractor during asimultaneous cornering and application of

braking force will then be amodification of equations 12, 13 and 14 by replacing or rather

adding braking forces "F3" and "F4" to the rear wheel resistance "R3" and "R," respectively.

'h Thus,

2fx = 0

M(VX -Vy*) =L2 sin 82 +R2 cos 82 +L, sin<52 (15)
-R,cos<5; -(T3 - (R3 + F3)) - (T4 - (R4-F4)) =0

lfy = 0

M(Vy +Vx*) =L3 +L4 +L2cos 82 - R2 sin 82 +L, cos^
- RjSin<5|



and

M(Vy +Vx*) =L3 +L4 +L2cos4 -R2sin4 +L, cos<S,
- R,sin^

Izz cb = l4(r3 - (R3 +F3) -T4 +(R4 +FA)) - hih +h)
-lysine?, + R.cos^ - R,cos^ -L,sin$)
+ L^coscS, + L,cos<S; - R2sin^ -RrSUK?,

(16)

(17)

Equations 15, 16 and 17 are basically the equilibrium equations of motion of the tractor when
it is decelerating at abend with steer angles «5l" and «52" if the braking force is removed, the
traction force (T0 will now be greater than the resistance force <<R" on the powered wheels,
hence the tractor will tend to accelerate. Thus, if F1 =0, the equation of the motion of the

tractor will be governed by equations 12, 13 and 14.

Also if there is no braking force applied and the tractor is moving in a straight

longitudinal course (with steer angles -0); the equation will returns to equations 1, 2and 3.

From equations 15, 16 and 17, making Vx and Vy the subject of the formulas respectively, we obtain:

V - —
M

V„ = A-
M

MVy co + L2 sin<52 + R2 cos<S2 + Lx sin8x - R, cos c\
- (T3-R3-F3)- (T4-R4-F4)

- MVX co + L3 + L4 + L2 cosS2 + L, cos^
- R2 sin b\ - R, sin<5,

V

* =

l4(T3-R3~F3-T4 +R4 +F4)- 13(L3+L4)
-l,(L2sin^ +R2cos<52 - ^ cos^ - L, sin^
+l2(L2cos.52 + Lj cos^ - R2 sin<5, - R, sin^
+

(18)

(19)

(20)

Equations 18, 19 and 20 may be integrated to find the longitudinal velocity (Vx), the

lateral velocity (Vy) and the yaw velocity (co), resulting from agiven time history of the front

wheel steer angles 5i and 52.
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To find the trajectory of the centre of gravity of the tractor in the X, Y, Zspace fixed
system or global co-ordinate, we must first transform the velocity of the centre of gravity form
the vehicle fixed system tothe space fixed system.

Yt

Figurf 10 : 'iInclination of the tractor to
the global axis.

->Xt

Assuming the tractors' x, y, system makes an angle ¥ with the global X, Y, Zsystem (see fig

x), then the actual velocities in the global X, Y, Zdirections will be:

X, = Vxcosi/ - Vy siny

Yt = Vxsin^ + Vy cosi/

y/ = co

(21)

(22)

(23)



Hence integration ofthe vlocities X„ Y, and a- *determines the location of the centre of

gravity of the tractor in the space fixed system and yaw angle Wof the tractor as afunction

of time.

These equations (equations 18 to 23) were then solved by integration u^g the
computer and thus they formed the basic equation for the simulation methodology.
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CHAPTER 4

SIMULATION

4.1 CONCEPT OF SIMULATION

In it's literary term, simulation is aprocess whereby it is possible to model either

functionally or mathematically, the behaviour of areal system. It is the operation of amodel
or simulator which is arepresentation of the system. This model should be amenable to

manipulation which would be impossible, too expensive or impractical to perform on the
entity it portrays. The operation of the model can be studied, and from it, properties
concerning the behaviour of the actual system or its sub -system can be inferred.

4.2 RESEARCH METHODS AND TECHNIQUES INTO TRACTOR SAFETY

Better knowledge of the tractor dynamics and safety has always being achieved

through the observation and analysis of the tractor under numerous operating coHiiitions.

Research into tractor stability and dynamics could be done through experimentation, computer

simulation or computer simulation and experimentation. The use of experimental methods

only is limited. These limitations arise based on the fact that such experiments would be slow

and very expensive and even in some cases could be hazardous to both the life of the operator

and the tractor itself. Also, it will be difficult to repeat such experiments under numerous

operating conditions.

For this reason, computer simulation is considered a better and safer method of

studying the tractor dynamics and stability. Through computer simulation, response of
tractors to external disturbances and given terrain conditions are easily predicted. But

simulation only, though unique, cannot ascertain the validity of the simulated model to true

life occurrences. Hence, computer simulation and experimentation is adjudged one of the

most reliable methods for the study of tractor stability and dynamics. Therefore, in validating



me computer simulated modeis of the tractor, limited experiments using scale model or Ml
size tractors are always conducted.

I
I computer.

4.3 FORMULATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

The formulation of computer progmm for the purpose of conducting computer

simulation and experiments requires that special consideration be given to tie following

activities:

(a) Draw aflowchart outlining the logical sequence of events to be carried out by the

| (b) Chpose acomputer code that will be used to run the experiments on acomputer. For the

\ purpose of this project, C++ language was used.

(c) The computer language compiler should be that which provides apowerful error checkingi

i
S technique.

(d) Input data and starting conditions should be assigned values since computer programs are

f by nature dynamic experiments.

]
i

I 4.4 STABILITY PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION

l The tractor and tyre parameters are variables identified to influence tractor stability

\ and hence can lead to overturning. These parameters were grouped into five types and

I tabulated as shown below. The value for these parameters were either determined or adopted

* from literature.



Parameter affecting tractor stability

(Type Parameter Symbol Value
Dimension

A STATIC (1) Tractor mass

(2) Centre ofmass height

(3) Wheel track 214

(4) Wheel base

B DYNAMICS (5) inertia

M Kg

h m

m

1 m

2

Izz kSm'

(6) Effective rolling radius re m

(7) Tyre width b m
i

(8) rolling radius on hard

; surface r m
i

» C INITIAL CONDITIONS

•j (9) Initial velocity of

• centre ofmass V0 ^s

| (10) Angular velocity co rad/s
1 (11) Longitudinal acceleration

•• of centre of mass a2 rn/s

(12) Angular acceleration co rad/s'

D DRIVEN CONTROLLED

(13) Lateral forces N
(14) Steering angles 81,82 rad
(15) Braking forces f N
(16) Traction forces T N

E TERRAIN PROPERTIES

(17) Gross coefficient

of traction Ut

(18) Lateral force coefficient lic

(19) Tyre slip angle a rad
(20) Rolling resistance R N
(21) Cone index CI N/m2



4.5 SIMULATION OF THE STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TRACTOR
The mathematical model derived in Chapter 3(equations 18 to 23) were translated into

acomputer program using C++ -language and anumber of simulations were conducted. The
programme performs, integration of the differential equations using afourth order Runge -
KuttaGrill method (RKGM).

The basic formulae from this RKGM are:

J K,=h*f(t0,V[OV)
f

K2 =h*f(t0+h/2, V[0] +Ki/2)

K3 =h*f(t0+h/2, V[0] + K2/2)

K4 = h*f(t0+h, V[0] + K3)

AV0 = (Ki + 2K2 + 2K3 + KO/6

V(i) = V0 + AV0

V[o] = initial value ofvelocity and distance

t0 = initial value of time

1 h = increment in time

AV0 =increment inthe initial value ofthe velocities and distances

V(i) = new values ofvelocities and distances.

4.6 THE PROGRAM

Before the program was formulated, many intermediate steps were taken which

included:

(i) Identification of the problem: this is just what the program is expected to do. The

computer program is expected to calculate the velocities and distances moved by atractor

in its longitudinal lateral and yaw motions with respect to time.



mm

| (ii) Analysis of the problem. The tractor modelled is arear wheel driven tractor similar to
j those assembled in Nigeria. Initial velocities and distances are set on the stability
| equations and the tractor parameters inputted into the equations. Runge Kutta Grill
j method was then used to solve the differential equations of the acceleration and velocities
* to get the respective velocities and distances in the 3-degrees of freedom studied.
j
1 (iii)Description oftheprogram
\

| Algorithm

1 • Input tractor parameters
I

• Initialise velocities and distances

| • Calculate normal loads, Nf and Nr (function fN)

i • Calculate slip angles for different tyres (function f,)

1 • Use the slip angle to calculate the lateral force coefficients and

' henee lateral forces

I

* • Calculate wheel numeric for front and rear wheels

l
M

)

• Solve for wheel slip, \ij, Hr> T, R

• Solve for constants A, B, C (function 2)

• Use Runge to integrate the six (6) equations

• Print results

Function 1
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4.7 FLOWCHART OF THE PROGRAM

Choice

N

R

Description
Enter new value
for parameter

Retrieve existing
jparameters

/READ PARAMETER
( FROM FILE

DISPLAY MAIN
MENU

SOLVE RUNGE ()
WHILE Tmew< Tmax

©

READ k, V, t, h AND
PROCESS FUNCTION f

ENTER PARAMETER

VALUES FROM

KEYBOARD



i

J

CALL PROCEDURE FUNCTION 2()
AND PROCESS

CALL FUNCTION 1AND PROCESS
FUNCTION 2

READ f, rAND PROCESS FN

RETURN RUNGE ()
PROCEDURE
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4.8 RESULTS

For fr = 0, 8i=0, 82 = 0

t(s) Vx(m/s) Ix(m)

0.2 0.00426 0.00213

0.4 0.0085 0.00852

0.6 0.0128 0.0192

0.8 0.0171 0.0341

1.0 0.024 0.0533

1.2 0.257 0.0768

1.4 0.0303 0.105

1.6 0.0343 0.137

1.8 0.0387 0.173

For fr = 0, 8i=0.175 rad, 82 = 0.157 rad

t(s) Vx(m/s) x(m)

0.0 0.00 0.00

0.2 0.00391 0.00199

0.4 0.00774 0.00779

0.6 0.0117 0.0174

0.8 0.0159 0.0310

1.0 0.0204 0.0488

1.2 0.252 0.0707

1.4 0.0305 0.0971

1.6 0.0361 0.128

1.8 0.0425 0.165



For fr = 650 N8i=0, S2 = 0

t(s) Vx(m/s) Ix(m) I

(L0 TOO I2XX)

0.2 2.70 2.08

0.4 3.02 2.21

0.6 2.82 5.11

0.8 2.19 7.65

1.0 1.23 9.36

1.2 0.11 10.30

1.4 -1.01 10.90

For fr = 30 N, 8i=0, 82 = 0 rad

t(s) Vx(m/s) x(m)

0.0 0.00 0.00

0.2 0.0166 0.00823

0.4 0.0331 0.0331

0.6 0.0497 0.0745

0.8 0.0662 0.132

1.0 0.0828 0.207

1.2 0.0993 0.298

1.4 0.1160 0.405

1.6 0.1320 0.530

1.8 0.1490 0.670
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C: graph of distance against time (m/s)
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A: graph of Distance against time(m/s)
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B: Granh of velocity against time(m/s )
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I49 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS *

«^«————7~2;—^this safe region reduces as the speed increases, inebe the points below the curve and this safe regio
t, ^^ At small steer angles (graph 3), theis seen to move with constant accelerat.cn (graph 2). At small

ov, ™A the stability region reduces slightlyrelative velocity of the tractor does not change much and the y
, i• tof the steer angle It was also seen that stability region reduces withdue to the lateral mput ofthe steer angie.

increasing steer angle.

When asmall breaking force was applied (graph 5), i. can be seen from the graph that
it was not enough to induce adeceleration bu, the safety region ofthe tractor increase. The
s,ope of the velocity time graph reduce though tee is still constant acceleration. When a
high braking force was introduced during the course ofmotion of the tractor, it was foundtha,
the braking impact did no, cause an instant deceleration. This can be attributed to the
resistance offered by the force of inertia. When this was overcome, the tractor started

decreasing inspeed (graph 6).

The above results represent aset oftractor parameters only. The area ofthe safety
region is expected to change with variations in these parameters e.g. an increase in the factor

1 mass »expected to cause aremarkable change in the overall stability region and also on the
\
2 velocity of the tractor.



CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTATION

• t on the braking and cornering effects on the tractor stability wereLimited experiments on the braKmg anu
• wi«n The tractor used in the experiment is arear-

conducted to validate the computer simulation. The
wheel driven type (model 666DT manufactured by FLAT Company Ltd).

The weights and dimensions of the tractor
used in the investigations were either

measured or got from the tractor manual (literature) and are given in the table below where

1

i
Weight and dimensions oftractor

• r
. . .

1
i

*

"w ~ |u h2 h u |

"2.208

h

A i

"oj

»•

i

i

(kg)

2580 0.7 T54

m metres

~0J1 "~(X8

Weight of tractor operator - 67 kg.

5.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

Braking test

The braking testwas carried outon :

(i) Tarmac surfaces (tarred) similar to that of many public roads,

(ii) Untarred paved road with known cone index.

Areference line was marked out on the road where the tractor will pass -bye. The
tractor approaching this line was forced to decelerate immediately the tyres touched the
marked line (by the actuation of the brake pedal force). The distance the tractor moved before
commfe to rest and the time taken from the application of the brakes to the stopping of the



tractor were also recorded using a stop

dividing the braking distance with the time.

The experiment was then repeated many times

watch. The decelerating speed was calculated by

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

S/NOv Tarmac

Braking |Time (sec) Brakin
distance (m) I Idistance

i f1.61 I 1.78

2 2.36 1.84

3 4.27 2.13

4 3.83 2.54

5 7.23 2.16

6 5.67 2.18

7 4.70 1.50

8 3.76 1.69

and the results are tabulated below.

5.3 DISCUSSION

The distance - time graph of both experiments gives a second - order curve with

variable gradient along the curve. They also show amarked but tolerable deviation from an
ideal ^stance -time relationship obtained from the simulation in chapter 4. It can be seen that
the velocity or the slope of the graph in the tarmac condition is steeper than that obtained
when the untarred road is considered. This can be attributed to the difference in their cone

index. The tarmac surface has ahigher cone index value, thus, its resistance to motion is

lower than that offered bythe untarred surface.
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tte mitial velocity of the experiment, data is hi^er than that of the simulated data,
.houghthe shape and s,opeotme curves has close correlation. Someone factorsthat could
possibly caused these deviations and imperfections are:
(i) Parallax error in tire measurement ofthe braking distance.

i „i, o«ri tVie build - up of the braking |(ii) Slight delay between the actuation of the turung clock and the burld P |
force.

(iii)Human error in maintaining aconstant force on the brake pedal. «



i
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Computer simulation of the tiactor has been conducted for the purpose of establishing
^stabili^regionandtircdesignparameters that affect the safe regions. Fromthe simulation,
it is seen mat the dynamic stability of tire tiactor is arelative term, depending on the value of
me stability parameters a. different operating conditions. Generally, it has been seen that the
tractor is more stable at lower speed than higher speed.

Also, from the simulation and experiment conducted, it can , be concluded that
most assembling plants in Nigeria, consider to alarge extent, our operating condition, before
designing the tractors. This can be seen in the behaviour of the tiactor cspeciallffduring

! braking which shows that the problem of "Jacknifing" (caused by locking of the tractor

\ wheels during braking) has been taken care of.

1 Also, since the safety regions of the tractor reduces with increasing speed, the design
i
1 of the tractor to operate at low speed is like a"stability check".
J Finally it can be concluded that since the simulated data has close correlation with

experimental data, the simulation methodology is thus satisfactory.
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THE PROGRAM

/* A PROGRAM THAT CALCULATES THE VELOCITY AND DISTANCE MOVED BY

A TRACTOR IN IT'S LONGITUDINAL,LATERAL AND YAW MOTIONS **/ t
f

# Include <stdio.h>

#Include <stdlib.h> jj.
# Include <conio.h> I
# Include <math.h> 1

type def Struct { -f
double R[4]; *
doubfg T; r
doubleQ[4]; \
double F; ~
} Force;
type def struct {

double A; j
double B; i
double C; f
} Constant; t

•t

void paramtr(void); \
void readinput(void); \
void readout(void); [
void Runge(void); ?
Constant funct2(void); «

force functl(void); ' \
f(k,V?t,h,); -f
double fN(char a); f
double fQ(int m); [

i
i

double ax,ci,bi,di,h,g,re,r,W,l, 5b 52, li, 12,13, U, F, Izz, m,
Wc, V[30], A, B, C, b2, d2

Main () j,

< [
Char ch, Pc; F
clrscr (); 5
Printf ("Enter (R) to retrieveexistingparameters values \n"); \
Printf (" OR (N) to create new parameters "); s

Pc =(to upper (scanf("%C", &ch))); \
If(Pc =='R'){ (

%write output (); \
} ;

else if c

(Pc = ='N'); E

read parameter (); \
read input (); I

}
Runge (); [

Clrscr (); }
return;



Void parameter (void)
<•

X

printf("\n enter ax ->" ); scanf("% If ", & ax );
/* ax is the longitudinal acceleration of the tractor */
printf f\n enter CI -»" ); scanf ("% If", & CI);
/* CI is the cone index of the soil */
printf ("\n enter the front tyre section width, bi ->" ); scanf ("% If", &bi);
printf ("\n enter the overall front tyre diameter, di ->" ); scanf ("% If", &di );
printf ("\n enter the height ofcentre ofgravity, h ->" ); scanf ("% If", &h);
printf ("\n acceleration due to gravity, g->" ); scanf ("% If", &g);
printf ("\n effective rolling radius, re ->" ); scanf ("% If", &re);
printf ("\n free rolling radius oftyre, r -»" ); scanf ("% If ", &r);
printf ("\n Weight oftractor, W->" ); scanf ("% If ", &W);
printf ("\n Tractor wheel base, 1->" ); scanf ("% If ", &1);
printf ("\n steer angle ofone ofthe front tyre, 81 ->" ); scanf ("% If", &5! );
printf ("\n steer angle ofthe other front tyre , d2 ->" ); scanf ("% If", &d2 ):
printf("\nenter length, h ->" ); scanf ("% If ", & li);
printf ("\n enter length, 12 ->" ); scanf ("% If ", &12);
printf ("\n enter length, 13 -»" ); scanf ("% If"', &13);
printf ("\n enter length, 14 ->" ); scanf ("% If ", & U);
printf ("\n enter value for braking force, Fr -V'); scanf ("% If", &Fr);
printf ("\n enter value for moment ofinertia about Z-axis, Izz ->" );
scanf("%lf",&Izz );
printf ("\n mass ofthe tractor, m = " ); scanf ("% If ", &m );
printf ("\n values for the lateral coefficient constants=A,B,C " ); scanf ("% If %lf %lf', &A,
&B, &C );
printf ("\n enter rear tyre section width, t>2 -»" ); scanf ("% If", &b2 );
printf ("\n enter the overall rear tyre diameter, d2 -»" ); scanf ("% If", &d2 );

return

}

Void read input (void)

{ ••-•
FILE * input file;
if((input file = fopen("||paramtr.doc","a+"))==NULL)
printf("file could not be opened |n");
else

{

fprintf(inputfile,"%lf %lf%lf%lf%lf'dx, CI, b, d, h);
fprintf(inputfile,"%lf %lf%lf%lf%lf g, re, r, W,l);
fprintf(inputfile,"%lf %lf%lf%lf%lf'5i, 52, lh 12,13);
fprintf(inputfile,"%lf %lf%lf%lf%lf'l4, Fr, Izz, m, Wc);
fprintf(inputfile,"%lf %lf %lf " X, Y, Z);

}
fclose (input file);
return?

}

\/«irl writp mitnnt^vnirl^ I



%

I

if((outputfile=fopen("\\paramtr.doc", "r")==NULL)
printf("file could not be opened|n");
else

{

fscan*Dutputfile, "%lf %lf %lf %Jf%lf', &ax, &CL &bs &d, &h);
fscanf(outputfile, "%lf %lf %lf %lf %lf', &g, &'e, &r, &W, &1);
fscanf(outputfile, "%lf %lf %lf %lf %lf', &81. &52> &1>' f^; &I3);
fscanf(outputfile, "%lf %lf %lf %lf%lf, &U, &F, &IZZ, &M, &WC);
fscanf(outputfile, "%lf %lf %lf ", &X, &Y, &Z);

return;

> i
Void Runge (void){
intl, no of eqns,j,k, n, ns; ,,nm,

. double krffl], k2[l 1], k3[l 1], k4[l 1], h, hh, Pif t_old, t_max, t_mid, t_new, Va[30],
Void f();
Clrscr ();
FILE * resultfile;

f

if((resultfile =fopen ("\\result.doc "a+")==NULL)
printf ("file could not be openedW);
else

\ {j printf("\n fourth-order kunge kutta scheme \n");
J printf("\n for aset of differential equation^");
1 while (1) {
1 no_of_eqns =6; /*number of equations*/
1 for(I=l;K=no_of_eqns;I++)
I V[i] =0.0; /"initial conditions of the velocities and distances at t-U /
I printf("\interval oft for printing ?");
« scanf (%lf;&Pi);

printf ("number of steps in one printing interval / );
scanf("%d", &ns);
printffmaximum t to stop calculation ?");
scanfr%lf',&t_tmax);

h = Pi/ns
printf("h=%g\n",h);

I t_new=0; ^initializing time*/
j /* t_new: t for the new point */
\ hh=h/2;

\ printf("t VI V2 V3 V4 V5 V6\n");
xprintf(resultfile,"%s",Vl V2 V3 V4 V5 V6\n),

I
printf ("%5.21f',t_new);
fprint(resultfile, "%5.21f', tnew);

for (Lrl; i<=no_of_eqns; i++)
printtr%7.5e", V[i])
fprintf(resultfile, "%7.5e", V[i]);



do{
for (n=l; n<=ns; n++)

{
told = tnew; /* t_old; t for previous point*/
tnew = tnew + h; /* new time */

tmid = t_old + hh; /*midpoint time*/

for (i=l; i<=no_of_eqns; i++)
Va[i]=V[i];
f(ku Va, st_old, &h);

for (i=f1; i<=no_of_eqns; i++)
Va[i]=V[i] +ki(i)/2;
f(k2, Va, st_mid, &h);

for (i=l; i<=o_of_eqns; i++)
Va[i] = V[i] +k2(i)/2;
f(k3, Va, st_mid, &h);

for (i=l; i<=o_of_eqns; i++)
Va[i] = V[i] +k3(i);
f(k4, Va, &t_mid, &h);
for (i=l; i<=o_of_eqns; i++)
V[i] = V[i] + Cki(i) + k2(i) + k3(i) + k4(i)) 76;
};

printf:("%5.21f', t_new);
fprimtil(resultfile, "%lf', t_new);
for (i =1; i<=no_of_eqns; I++) {
printf("%7.5e", V[i]);
fprintf(resultfile, "%7.5e", V(i);
print ("\n")

}
}

while (t_new<t_max);
print(type 1 to continue, or 0 to stop.\n");
scanf("%d",&k);
if(k!=l) exit (0);

}
}

void tjk, V, t, h)
douWe:k[],V[],t,h;
constant Cstant;

double A, B, C;
cstant = funct 2 ();

A = cstant. A;
B = cstant. B;

C = cstant. C;

K[l] = (V(3)*V(2) + A/m)**h;
K[2] = (-V(3)*V(1) + B/m)**h; t



K[5] =(V(l)*sin(V(6)) +V(2)* cos((V(6))**h;
k[6] = V(3)**h;

/* V(l| is longitudinal velocity (Vx)*/
/* V(2) is lateral velocity (Vy)*/
/* V,(3) is angular velocity (co)*/

return f
}

constant funct 2 (void) {
constant contvar;

force load;
double Rf, Rr, Tr, Qr, Qn, Qf2, Fr;

load = funct 1 ();
Rf =load .R[l]; Amotion resistance force*/
Rr =lead.R[2]; /* on front and rear wheels respectively*/

! ^ =load .T; /* Traction force*/
1 Qfi = load . Q[l]; /*lateral force*/

QG =load . Q[2]; /* on different*/
Qr = load.Q[3]; /*wheels*/

5 fr = load.f; /*braking force*/
t

i cont_var .A=Qn *sin(52) +Rf *cos(52) +Qfi *sin(8,) -Rf *cos(51)-(Tr- (Rr +Fr));
1 cont_var.B =Qr +Qr +Qc *cos(52) + Qfl *cos(8i) -Rf *sin(82) -Rf *sin(81);
i cont_var.C =14 *(Tr -Rr -Fr -Tr +Rr +Fr) -13 *(Qf2 *sin(82) + Rf *cos(82)
i -Rf *cos(8i)- Qfi *sin(8i)] +h*(Qe *cos(82) +Qe *cos(8i)
' -Rf*sin(82)-Rf*sin(8i)];

', Wc = (Cont_var.C)/Izz
i

•i

! /* I^ Is the moment ofinertia about z- axis */
i

-; Return (contvar);

; }

Force = funct 1 (void)

{
force force-var;

double Cn, Lir, LIT, H*2, Nf,Nr, S, Lid, M-c2, Llc3;

{, /* C„i =wheel numeric for front wheels*/
) /* Cn2 = wheel numeric for rear wheels*/
3 /* Lir =coefficient ofrolling resistance force*/
• /* lit = coefficient of traction*/
i /* Nf= Normal load on front wheel*/

/* Nr ^Normal load onrear wheel*/
/*S = tyre slip*/
/* uc = coefficient of lateral force*/

Nf=fN('f);



Ltr= 1.2/C„i+ 0.04;

force_var.R[l] =^ir *Nf;

force_var.R[2] =ur *Nr;

C„2-(CI*b2*d2)/Nr;
S = 1 - re/r;

LiT =0.75(l-exp (-0.3* 0^*8));

forcevar.T =uT *Nr;

force_var.F= Ft;

Mci =A+B* fQ(l) +C*Pow(fQ(l), 2)-
uc2 =A+B* fQ(2) +C*Pow(fQ(2), 2);

I I _ A I T> * _£V~V v""\ \ ^—i .1.-—. . _ _

-^JijJ rf-"*

fe =A+B* fQ(3) +C*Pow(fQ(3),'2);' [
force_var.Q[l] =ucl *Nf; \
force_var.Q[2] =uc2 *Nf; f
force_var.Q[3] =uc3 *Nr;

return (forcevar);

) I
t

double fQ(int m) {

double a, V; /* a is slip angle ofwheel */ £
a =0.0; j
V=V(2yV(l); j

if(m ==l) J
a =atan(V)-8i; ,'
elseif(m = =2) |
a =atan (V) - 62; ' '
elseif(m ==3) [
a = atan (V); -
else

a = a 4

return (a)

}

double fN(char a)
{
double N;
if(a =='f !!a =='f)
N=W*[l2/l-(ax*h)/(g*l)];
else

N=W*[l3/l +(ax*h)/(g*l)];

return (N);

}


